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Important Question

I The fees paid by merchants to banks for the privilege of
accepting card payments are high: more than 9 billion EUR
annually (European Commission)

I Merchants can either pay or (possibly) loose customers

I Governments have proposed or implemented regulation to cap
interchange fees: switch from “merchants pay” to “customers
pay” model?

I FinTech companies are providing cheaper alternatives

I What are the real effects? important and interesting question!



Business Creation

I Lower costs, higher profits for merchants

I Should attract entry by new firms

I Adoption of payment technologies has network externalities.
Effects may take time to realize. Difficult to do an event study

I Advantage here:
I In contrast to adopting credit cards, no cost of adoption from

merchant
I Many users already have and use the app before QR codes

I Possible problems
I People are used to other cashless methods but 60% of monthly

spending in cash
I Cash-only business would work
I Not sufficiently more convenient for users
I Less believable that QR code affects entry decision significantly
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Effect on Business Creation - Comments

I Why business creation instead of net business creation?

I Numbers for B2B and B2C are essentially identical. Is this
something we would expect?

I In the pre-event summary stats the numbers are different



B2B and B2C

I Paper classifies B2B vs B2C based on SSIC 4 digits. How
accurate is this?
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Exploit your Data More?

I Can you use your data to measure QR code use for business?

I 3.7% of customers in bank data are self-employed vs 14%
overall in Singapore (World Bank Data)

I Can you show that it is used more in non-touristic areas?



Why Real Effects?

I Substitution from cards to e-wallet: Transfer from banks and
credit card companies to merchants. And if banks make less
profits, they may lend less in the future

I Substitution from cash to e-wallet: Reduces costs of cash
handling, but tax costs may increase

I This paper: Not only a substitution, total spending by
consumers increases, a large fraction through credit cards (but
they don’t accumulate credit card debt)
I “mobile payment technology provides direct and indirect

benefits to all three sectors – merchants, consumers, banks”
I “with reduced reliance on cash, consumers face lower

transaction costs, which can boost their demand and, in turn,
benefit merchants.”



Credit Response by Banks

I Traditional debit and credit cards: lucrative business. Now
offer also e-wallets

I Threat from entry of Apple Pay, Google Pay, ...

I Significant increase in total number of credit cards as well as
the credit limit. Both for adopters and non-adopters

I Could this expansion of supply of credit by banks contribute
to your results?

I (Reduced number of ATMs may not be a response to reduced
cash use, but another way to get people into using mobile
payments more)



Summing up

I Interesting topic, interesting event
I More evidence to make to story more believable

I what companies are created? Paper says small, but what do
they do? Online shops? Can you say more with your data?

I How high are the cash handling costs? Looks like something
people may underestimate until they start the business

I I enjoyed reading the paper. Good luck with it!


